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1. Introduction
The 4ZA Cirrus Pro T80 was created to be the ultimate all-round wheelset. It strikes a perfect balance 
between low weight, maximum efficiency and all day comfort. The wide and relatively shallow rims 
provide extra stability and stiffness where it counts while still keeping an aerodynamic advantage.

Whether you head out to climb the highest peaks, participate in an all day century or want to attack 
the cobbles, the Cirrus Pro T80 will offer class leading speed and control.
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2. Specifications

* Average weight for a complete wheelset, without quick releases

**  We recommend using 4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon brake pads

*** Wheels have been tested under normal riding conditions. 

 

set weight 1830 grams*

rim material T800 Unidirectional Carbon Fiber, B.I.C. Brake track

rim depth 80 mm

rim  width Internal 16 mm / External 24 mm

etrto 622-16c

hubs DT SWiss 350, Straightpull, Star Ratchet System

spokes DT Swiss Aerocomp Straightpull, Black

spoke count Front 24 / Rear 24

nipples DT Swiss Brass, Black, External

spoke pattern Front radial / Rear 2-cross

quick releases DT Swiss RWS Road, Steel axle

brake pads Carbon specific**

recommended tire size 23-35 mm

max. tire pressure 125psi / 8,6bar

max. recommended rider weight 110kg***
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3. Components 
 
 3.1 rims
4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon rims are constructed using Aerograde T800 Unidirectional carbon fibers which 
are bonded with a special resin, capable of handling high temperatures. This guarantees best-in-class 
performance and reliability. 

The T80 Tubular rim profile has been designed to offer maximum stability, low weight and perfect 
handling, while also taking benefit of the CFD designed 80mm aero shape. 

The proprietary “Basalt Infused Composite” (B.I.C.) braketrack will dramatically improve brake 
performance. Basalt fibers are well known for its excellent heat management properties. It is used 
in fireproof textiles, car exhaust mufflers and gas turbines, where the heat insulation leads to better 
performance and safety. On a bicycle rim this means that the heat built-up caused by the brake pads is 
greatly decreased, even on hot days or during long descents. 

 3.2 hubs
4ZA partnered up with DT Swiss to provide their legendary high precision hubs. 

The DT Swiss 350 series is the benchmark when it comes to high performance hubs. They 
are packed with features and famous for their durability and low weight.

The patented Star Ratchet® freewheel system uses precision ratchets, featuring 
instant engagement, extremely high load capacity and reliability, easily surpassing any 
conventional pawl system hub. 4ZA Cirrus Pro wheels are built using hubs with a dedicated 
Straightpull hub shell design. They have been designed to remove any unnecessary

 material to achieve lighter weight without sacrificing durability 

The no tool concept allows for an easy execution of routine maintenance and offer full 
compatibility with different axle standard, just by changing the end caps.
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 3.3 spokes
All 4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon wheels are assembled with high quality DT Swiss Straightpull Aero spokes. 
The term Straightpull refers to spokes with no bend at the head. This design eliminates the weak spot 
and allows for an optimal strength to weight ratio when compared to conventional spokes. Due to their 
more precise alignment and direct trajectory, straight-pull spoke technology creates a stiffer, more 
responsive wheel with higher durability.

The AeroComp® spoke guarantees a balanced ratio of stiffness, aerodynamics, weight and 
durability.The centre piece is first reduced and butted during the cold forging process and 
subsequently it is bladed. 

This process again increases the strength of the material and generates the flat shape. 

 
 3.4 nipples
All 4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon wheels are assembled with high quality DT Swiss nipples, which are a perfect 
match with the spokes. We deliberately chose to use external nipples, which offer easy service and 
maintenance, without the need to take off the tires or tubes
 

 
 3.5 quick releases
4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon wheels feature DT Swiss patented RWS® wheelmounting system.  
These are stiffer, safer and more user friendly than conventional cam-style quick releases:
– Up to 50 % more clamping force than normal quick releases.
– Lever can be placed in an ideal position.
– Safe and easy handling.
– Premium materials and finish.
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4. Art work 

4ZA Cirrus Pro carbon rims feature high quality water transfer logos, which are protected by a 
protective clear coat. This ensures that the rims keep their original finish and saves precious grams, 
compared to conventional vinyl stickers.
We offer two beautiful color options: Black-White or Black-Black 

5. Assembly

4ZA Cirrus Pro wheels are 100% handbuilt in Europe to the highest standards by experienced 
craftsmen, who take pride in building wheels that offer best-in-class performance and ride quality. 
They use professional tools and calibrated tensiometers to make sure each wheel that leaves their 
hands is perfectly true, and ready to race. 

As a token of quality, each wheel is individually numbered and fully traceable. 
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6. Service & spare parts
 
 6.1 service
At 4ZA we strive to offer a class leading service level, so you can enjoy a trouble free riding experience. 
In case your wheels need service or you have questions regarding maintenance, please contact our 
service department.

 6.2 contact info
If  your DT Swiss hubs need any particular attention, we advise you to contact the International DT 
Swiss Service Centre network.
For a complete list please visit: http://www.dtswiss.com/Support

 6.3 spare parts
In case you need spare parts for your wheels, please use the list below to determine the exact items.

WHEELSET PRODUCT CODES

4ZA Cirrus Pro T80 – DTS350 Shimano BLA-WHI WSAT804ZA002

4ZA Cirrus Pro T80 – DTS350 Shimano BLA-BLA WSAT804ZA004

4ZA Cirrus Pro T80 – DTS350 Campa BLA-WHI WSAT804ZA006

4ZA Cirrus Pro T80 – DTS350 Campa BLA-BLA WSAT804ZA008

SPARE PARTS PRODUCT CODES

ITEM ARTICLE CODE DESCRIPTION

Spokes Front SPOAECDTS021 DT Swiss Aerocomp SP –229mm–14G–Black

Spokes Rear SPOAECDTS020 DT Swiss Aerocomp SP –242mm–14G–Black

Nipples NIPSTBDTS002 DT Swiss Brass – 14G – 16mm – Black

Quick Release Front QRERWSDTS001 DT Swiss RWS Road – Steel axle

Quick Release Rear QRERWSDTS002 DT Swiss RWS Road – Steel axle

Cassette Body HG11 WHPHUBDTS002 DT Swiss Cassette body –Star ratchet– HG11

Cassette Body CA11 WHPHUBDTS001 DT Swiss Cassette body –Star ratchet– CA11

Brakepads – –
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